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First Experiences

with

Registrating

Spring Gravimeters



Objective:  

Find out whether there is any use for registrations

with spring gravimeters with respect to absolute gravimetry.

Available Gravity Meters:

Scintrex CG3 and CG5 Meter

Micro-g Lacoste gPhone

ZLS Burris Meter  

LCR Feedback Meters (old)

Problems:

Precision and accuracy

Instrumental drift !

Useful Idea:

Quality control of registration by Earth tide analysis



Time spans of Earth tide registrations, 

Hannover 1992, with old technology

Assuming an error 

in the amplitude factor of 0.001

and in the phase lead of 0.05°

→ 0.19 µGal max.

0.06 µGal average

error in the Earth tide reduction

(calculate for whole 1994, 

Hannover)

Determining of Earth Tide Parameters



Fourier spectra of the adjustment 

residuals show the quality of the 

registration LCR G079

LCR G995



Earth tide measurements with FG5-220

in Onsala Nov. 2009

Fit between FG5 measurements and 

predicted (for FG5 reductions) 

Earth tide signal: 

0.99744 ±0.00001

Fit between FG5 measurements and

GWR054 registration:

-77.6038 ±0.15 µGal/Volt

Calibration Transfer to Stationary Superconducting Gravimeters



Control level ~1 to 2·10-3

Control of the calibration stability with a more stable reference signal:

ET19 at BFO Schiltach



Calibration transfer to

GWR TT70:
Asse salt mine,

about 2 weeks parallel

registration in 1992

Elin = -53.54 ±0.05 µGal/Volt

Examining  of available

tidal reduction models

for JILAg-3 measurements:

Yunnan/China 1992



After Earth tide analysis and signal quality check: 

investigating other effects in the residual signal, 

e.g. from hydrosphere or atmosphere 

Open questions for me:

Is it possible to find the

Mf tidal signal 

(~6 µGal amplitude in Hannover)

in my registration?

What is the drift behavior of the 

gravimeter springs?

How accurate can I transfer the 

gravimeter calibration (from the 

Hannover Calibr. System) to a 

stationary gravimeter?

Can I determine improved

Earth tide reduction models for

some of the important absolute

gravimetry stations?

Can spring gravimeters show realistically 

hydrological events (fast changes)?


